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ֱ۫ڇΔஎࢢਢᙰԫؚڻຍᏖᑌᏩ୭ऱԮΖ
ݺଚຍᑌᏩ୭ΔނԳຟᚕၒԱΔᚕৰڍԳຟ
լཊࠐΖࢬאৰڍԳ༉ڇ؆ᢰΔݺᦫؚଚຍਢ
৻ᑌଡൣݮΖݺଚຍࠝΔԫଡԳՈਢԫᑌش
פΔԫۍଡԳՈਢԫᑌפشΔլᓵԳ֟ڍຟԫ
ᑌפشΖڂఇᣪΕᨵفլਢչᏖֱچຟڶΔ
ৰ࿕֟ऱΖݺଚឈྥլ౨ᎅ۞աਢᨵفΕఇ
ᣪΕ८ଶΔ܀ਢՈຟլڍऱΙլਢ८ଶΕ
ᨵفΕఇᣪΔլᄎຍᏖᑌլࢢેࠐפشऱΖ
ਤ֚ݺᐊ߷ଈ℘ቈΔ༼ࠩ݊ݲΕᧀኬԳԳ
ຟڶΔԳԳຟլ౨࣋Հ۞աΖ߷ᏖڇԮലၲ
ࡨছΔݺڇ٣ᇢԫᇢ܃ଚΖ৻ᏖᇢࡋΛ༉
ਢ٣شଉࣨࠐؚΖਢ܃ؚݺΔ܃լवሐ࿀Δ
߷༉ਢאױΜ܀ਢ܃ૉլवሐ࿀Δຍࡉֵᙰ
ਢԫᑌऱΙ܃ૉवሐ࿀ࡋΔ܃Ծ࣋ڶՀΜ܃
༉ڇຍଡֱچԫΔᚨᇠ৻ᏖᙄΛ

I am afraid that this is probably the first and most serious
meditation session happening here in the West. We are scaring
everyone away with how serious we are, terrifying away so many
people that no one dares to come. Many outside people are
trying to find out about what is going on with us. Each one of
us works hard at our practice whether there is one person or 100
people. We work hard on our practice regardless of how many
people there are. Gems and diamonds do not exist everywhere;
they are quite rare. Although we cannot claim ourselves to be
diamond, gems, or vajra, we come close. If we were not vajra,
diamond or gems, we would not work so hard on our cultivation
while fearing no hardship.
In the verse I wrote yesterday, I mentioned that everyone is
jealous and arrogant. People cannot let go of themselves. Before
the start of the meditation session, I will test you first. How?
First I beat you with some wooden slabs. If I beat you and you
know no pain then you pass! You are like blocks of wood if you
don’t feel pain, but if you do feel pain, you have not yet let go!
Meditate on this and see what you should do.

߷ᏖᓴਢࢢؚऱᇩΔڇᝫߨאױΙૉլ
ࢢؚऱᇩΔ༉լߨΖړΔԫଡՈڶၒΔ
ຟਢլࢢؚऱΔຟਢՕՁ֛ΜਝྥਢՕՁ
֛Δݺଚڇ༉ၲࡨԱѧѧ

Anyone who is afraid of being beaten may still leave. If you
were not afraid of being beaten, don’t leave. Good, no one left;
you are all not afraid of being hit. Great heroes! Since you’re all
great heroes, let’s now begin --

Օچਞۍڃढ!!سృᅷဠ़۞ౖڇ
ൕڼլᆵԳݺઌ!!ऄឈՕጐ୲ץ
ψՕچਞڃωΔݺଚؚڇԮ༉ਢ
ՕچਞڃΔਢࠩਞ֚ԱΜψۍढسωΔ༉ਢ
ڶ܃ၲஔऱᖲᄎΔຍଡ۞ࢤ٠ࣔࠐנ
ԱΔړቝਞ֚ۍढس९߷ଡᑌΖψృᅷဠ

All things come into being in spring
One who pulverizes empty space is free and at ease.
From now on never fall for signs of others or self.
The Dharma Realm may be huge and wide
But it is totally inclusive!
Spring arrives again on earth. Holding a meditation session
now is like spring returning to the land; it’s spring time! All
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़ωΔဠ़ృᅷԱΔဠ़ݮྤࠐءΔྤݮՈڶ
ԱΔψ۞ౖڇωΔຍழଢట۞ڇԱΜݺվ֚լᇿ
܃ଚᝑᨠ۞ڇΛΔట۞ڇԱΜψൕڼլᆵԳݺ
ઌωΔൕڇՈڶԳΔՈݺڶԱΔԳՈ़Δ
ऄՈ़ΔԳઌΕऄઌຟ़ΔԳݺຟڶԱΖψऄ
ឈՕጐ୲ץωΔឈྥऄຍᏖՕΔ܀ਢނݺຍ
ଡऄຟࠩץ㠪ᙰԱΖ܃ຍଡՕլՕΛࢬאຍ
թటإਢՕՁ֛ऱࢬΖ
ڇ༉ၲࡨದԮԱΔᇩլᎅ֜ڍԱΔݺଚ
۞ա۞شաऱפΔشչᏖࡋפΛࢨृ܃ψ࢚۵
ਢᓴωΔࢨृψسآئ׀ছऱؾ૿ࠐءωΔࢨ
ृஔψչᏖਢڶऱωΖڂՂԫ֊ԫ֊
ຟਢᄎڶऱΔչᏖਢլ౨ڶऱΛ
ش܃ᚨᇠشऱפΔԫࡳᄎڶԫଡړஒΙ܃
ԫ֨פشװΔԫࡳᄎࠩړΖݺଚڇՕ୮ԫ
ದ࢚Δ༉໗ຍଡψದωڗΖݺ໗ΔՕ୮Ոԫದᇿ
ထ໗Ζݺଚ׳ٻ᠏۩ଉΔၒն։ᤪΔࢨृԼ։ᤪ
݄ՀΖ
ψՕچਞۍڃढسΔృᅷဠ़۞ౖڇΔൕڼ
լᆵԳݺઌΔऄឈՕጐ୲ץΖωದ//////////

things come into being means that you have an opportunity to
become enlightened; the light of your inherent nature is about to
manifest, like all things growing in the spring. One who pulverizes
empty space. Space is shattered. There is no shape to emptiness;
even formlessness is gone. Is free and at ease—you will be truly
at ease by then! Didn’t I tell you about the Bodhisattva Who
Contemplates with Ease? Yes, truly at ease! From now on never
fall for the marks of self or others. From that point on, there is no
self or others. At that point, any marks of people and Dharma are
empty; both self and others become void. Although the Dharma
Realm is huge and wide, it is totally inclusive!
We begin the one-week session now. Don’t talk too much.
Just work on our own cultivation, such as meditate on “Who is
mindful of the Buddha?” “What was my original face before my
parents gave birth to me?” or “What is nonexistent?” Everything
will become nonexistent; what cannot become nonexistent?
Work hard on your cultivation so that you will definitely
experience some good news. Focus and you will acquire benefits.
Now let’s call out the word “rise” together. When I shout it out,
everyone do the same. Let’s circumambulate to the right, walk
for five or ten minutes, then sit down.

ۯٺवᢝΜչᏖጠ܃ଚۯٺຟਢवᢝࡋΛ
܃࣠ڕլਢवᢝΔ༉լᄎࠩຍૉഘ㠪ᢰࠐΖ
ഘԾૉഘΔૉਢතΔመࠐრ৸༉
ਢཕᐝΔࢬۯٺאຟਢڶՕཕᐝऱवᢝΔթ౨
ࠩຍଡཕᐝऱഘ㠪ᢰࠐΖչᏖ܃ଚᄎڶՕऱཕ
ᐝΛڂ܃ଚ࣏ڇຟጟՀৰڍऱΔՈ༉ਢ
ጟՀৰڍऱဆ༼ጟΔՈ༉ਢڇመسװխམᆖࠎ
塄۵Εࠎ塄ऄΕࠎ塄ቖΔࢬאվ֚ຍଡڂᒴګᑵ
ԱΔթ౨ףຍଡ݄ఄΖຍլਢԫଡ՛ऱڂΔ
ຍਢԫଡՕऱڂᒴΔՈ༉ਢԱسๅڽऱԫଡڂ
ᒴΔՈ༉ਢګ۵ऱԫଡڂᒴΔࢬݺאթཏሙچጠ
܃ଚۯٺຟਢवᢝΖ
ψवᢝωΔवᢝຍଡΔլवᢝຍଡ
༞ऱΔૉवᢝຍଡ༞ऱ༉᧢ګԫଡ༞वᢝԱΖψ
༞वᢝωਢչᏖᑌΛ༉ਢߵवߵߠऱΖψव
ᢝωਢչᏖᑌΛ༉ਢإवߠإΔ۩ࢬהਢٽ
۵ऄऱΔࢬהଥՈਢࠉᅃ۵ऄଥ۩Δԫᜰԫ೯ຟ
ਢፖ۵ऄઌᚨΖ

All wise teachers! I consider all of you wise teachers because you
would not be in this prajna hall if you were not. The chan hall
is also a prajna hall. Prajna is Sanskrit for wisdom. All of you
must be extremely wise teachers to have come to this hall of wisdom. Your wisdom is great because you had planted many roots
of goodness in the past, including numerous Bodhi seeds from
making offerings to the Buddha, the Dharma and the Sangha
in lives past. This is why you may participate in this meditation
session now that the conditions are ripe. This is not an insignificant condition, but a tremendous set of conditions that brought
this set of circumstances to bear. This is a set of conditions for
becoming liberated from birth and death, for realizing Buddhahood. This is why I call all of you wise teachers.
Get to know teachers who are wise rather than evil. Getting
to know evil turns one into an evil advisor. What are evil advisors like? They are full of deviant knowledge and deviant views.
What are wise advisors like? They are full of proper knowledge
and proper views. What they do accords with the Buddhadharma; what they cultivate accords with the Buddhadharma. Wise
teachers’ every action and every move clicks with the Buddhadharma.
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